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Motivations
Why are extremes important for understanding basic features of dynamical systems?

• We have been learning of relevance of extremes for theory and
applications

• Some theorems ensure that extremes of special observables
in mixing Dynamical Systems are GEV-distributed.

• Extremes can provide information on rather refined
properties of the invariant measure.

• Is it possible to introduce numerical models and algorithms
allowing for testing rigorously the previous properties when
finite data sets are considered?

• We wish to present new results that suggest the possibility of
developing a theory of extremes for general observables
when Axiom A systems are considered.

• We can also show that it is possible to draft a response theory
for computing the sensitivity of the extremes to perturbations
to the dynamics.



What is an Extreme Value? (1/3)
The Block Maxima approach

From the f (t) series we select a total of n maxima Mn.
Each maximum is taken every m observations



What is an Extreme Value? (2/3)
The Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution

For independent and identically distributed variables (i.i.d.),
Gnedenko stated conditions on the parent distribution of f (t) such
that the cumulative distribution of maxima Mn converges,
asymptotically, to the GEV distribution:

FG(x ;µ, σ, ξ) = exp

{
−
[
1 + ξ

(
x − µ
σ

)]−1/ξ
}

which holds for 1 + ξ(x − µ)/σ > 0.

• µ is the location parameter: fit for bins of length m is 1/am

• σ is the scale parameter: fit for bins of length m is bm

• ξ discriminates the type of distribution:
ξ → 0: Type 1 (Gumbel distribution)
ξ > 0: Type 2 (Frechet distribution
ξ < 0: Type 3 (Weibull distribution).



What is an Extreme Value? (3/3)
The Peak over threshold approach

We set a threshold T on the f (t) series.
We take all the Mn above the threshold. We shall see later.
We start by looking at the GEV approach.



Extremes in Dynamical Systems:
What do we need to observe Extreme Value Distributions in Dynamical Systems?

We will consider discrete time dynamical systems xt+1 = h(xt)

• Nicolis, Balakrishnan et al. have shown no convergence to
GEV distribution in regular dynamical systems.

• Vannitsem, Felici et al. have shown that in practical cases the
convergence to GEV distribution depends strongly on the chosen
observable (in particular: grid point statistics are mmmmhhhh)

• Freitas, Todd and Collet et al. have shown that for mixing
systems the convergence is achieved if a particular class of
observables is chosen.



Extremes in Dynamical Systems:
Ingredients

In order to obtain asymptotic convergence to the GEV
distribution for extremes in dynamical systems we need:

• To prove some short- and long-term mixing conditions - D, D’,
D2.

• To choose suitable observable functions.

In order to infer the GEV parameters from the outputs of
dynamical systems we need:

• .. patience.

• to be able to control the rate of asymptotic convergence.



Extremes in Dynamical Systems
Hitting Time Statistics: clarifying the role of the dynamics

Instead of proving mixing conditions we can check the properties
on the Hitting Time Statistics around the point ζ:
• Exponential HTS←→ EVT

The recurrence time τA in a measurable set A ∈ Ω, as

τA(x) = inf
t≥1

{
x ∈ A : f t (x) ∈ A

}
,

and the average recurrence time < τA > as

< τA >=

∫
τA(x)dµA(x) µA(B) =

µ(A ∩ B)

µ(A)
,

We define the Hitting Time Statistics as the following limit (whenever
it exists):

H(t) = lim
µ(A)→0

µA(A>t ) A>t ≡
{

x ∈ A :
τA(x)

< τA >
> t
}
. (1)



Extremes in Dynamical Systems:
The choice of the observable functions (1/2)

According to Freitas et al. (2009, 2011), following Collet (2001), we
have an exponential HTS on balls around almost any point ζ on the
attractor if and only if extreme value laws apply for the observables of
type

gi (dist(x , ζ)),

i = 1, 2, 3 described in the next slide.

Axiom A systems obey these properties.

Among the invariant measures we will choose the physical one.
• The observable function gi (dist(x , ζ)) must achieve a global

maximum at x = ζ and be monotonically decreasing.

• With the Block Maxima approach procedure, asymptotically we
get a GEV distribution whose parameters depend on the local
dimension D(ζ) of a ball centered on ζ.



Extremes in Dynamical Systems:
The choice of the observable functions (2/2)

The behavior of the tail of the distribution discriminates the type of
GEV we get. It has been proven that:

1 g1(dist(x, ζ)) = − log(dist(x, ζ))→ type 1 dist.

At first order: ξ = 0, σ = 1
D(ζ) , µ = log(m)

D(ζ)

2 g2(dist(x, ζ)) = (dist(x, ζ))−1/α → type 2 dist. The parameter
α > 0, α ∈ R

At the first order: ξ = 1
αD(ζ) , σ = m

1
αD(ζ) , µ = m

1
αD(ζ)

3 g3(dist(x, ζ)) = C− (dist(x, ζ))1/α → type 3 dist. The constant
C ∈ R.

At first order: ξ = − 1
αD(ζ) , σ = m

−1
αD(ζ) , µ = C.



Extremes in Dynamical Systems:
A sort of central limit theorem

The convergence is ensured only asymptotically and two limits
must be ideally satisfied:

1 The number of observations m in each bin should be
extremely large

2 The number of maxima n should provide a wide enough
statistics.

We first investigated the applicability of the theory on low
dimensional maps:

What is the order of n and m we need to apply the theory?



Numerical Algorithms for studying Extremes:
Methodology and numerical tools

Fixed series length
k = m · n = 107 iterations of the map.

• We compute the series of the observables and then divide
them into n bins each containing m iterations.

• Varying n (and consequently m) we check the experimental
distribution parameters against the theoretical ones.

• The following results are for the f1 observable but the other
observables behave in the same way.

• Different mixing low-dimensional maps have been used,
(Bernoulli Shift, Arnold Cat Map, Logistic Map, IFS, Henon, Lozi,
Baker).



Numerical Algorithms for studying Extremes:
Results on absolutely continuous invariant measures

The Logistic Map:

xt+1 = 4xt (1− xt )

has an absolutely continuous invariant measure (a.c.i.m.).

• It is a one dimensional, mixing map, so we expect to find
D(ζ) = 1 for almost all the points ζ ∈ [0,1]

• The results are shown for the observable f1, for which we expect
to find:

ξ = 0 σ = 1



Numerical Algorithms for studying Extremes:
The dilemma of EVT inference

long bins & few true extremes short bins & many soft extremes



Numerical Algorithms for studying Extremes
Results on singular continuous measures

• The cdf of extremes may not absolutely continuous anymore as
an effect of the inaccessible distances.

• The GEV model gives the best continuous approximation.

• The dimension D(ζ) implied in the GEV parameters scaling is
now the local dimension.

• We are able toe stimate with high precision the fractal dimension
of e.g. the Henon, Lozi attractor

• A possible alternative to the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm



Numerical Algorithms for studying Extremes
Example: Cantor Set (1/2)

The Cantor Set can be obtained via the following Iterating Function
Systems (IFS):

x(1)t+1 =
1
3

xt x(2)t+1 =
2
3

+
1
3

xt

where at each time step we iterate x(1) or x(2) with equal probability

The Block maxima approach has been checked against the
following theoretical results:

µ ∼ log(m)/D(ζ) σ = 1/D(ζ) ξ = 0

where D(ζ) = log(2)/log(3) = 0.6309 for almost every points
belonging to the attracting set.



Numerical Algorithms for studying Extremes
Example: Cantor Set (2/2)



Numerical Algorithms for studying Extremes:
Periodic or Quasi-periodic orbits (1/2)

If in a neighborhood of a point ζ the mixing conditions are not
satisfied, we are unable to observe a GEV distribution.

At a finite sample size, the behavior could be explained using the
results of Balakrishan, Nicolis et al.:

Choosing as observable f∗(t) = min(dist(xt , ζ) and selecting the
extremes with the block maxima approach we get a piecewise
linear cdf

Example:

yt+1 = yt +
κ

2π
sin 2πxt xt+1 = yt + xt mod 1 (2)

Standard Map: quasi periodic orbits if κ� 1. We set κ = 10−4



Numerical Algorithms for studying Extremes:
Periodic or Quasi-periodic orbits (2/2)



Beyond the Extremes’ statistics: a new indicator of stability
A short summary

Mixing Orbits:

• Maxima of selected observable (fi ) family) are asymptotically
distributed according to the GEV distribution.

• The theory works both for absolute continuous and singular
continuous invariant measures.

Quasi-periodic Orbits:

• Minima of selected observable (f∗ family) have a piecewise linear
cdf.

• Maxima of fi family observables do not converge to a GEV
distribution.



Beyond the Extremes’ statistics: a new Indicator of Stability
The idea: Using extremes to discriminate chaotic and regular orbits

A⇒ B ⇔ ¬B ⇒ ¬A

Since we observe convergence to GEV distribution only if the
orbit satisfies mixing requirements, we can try to use extremes

to discriminate chaotic and regular behaviors.

EXAMPLE

The Standard map has a coexistence of chaotic & regular orbits.

Taking different initial conditions on the 2-d torus we compute the
extreme value statistics parameter and check it against the expected
theoretical values. We have a convincing way to detect the regular
islands.



Beyond the Extremes’ statistics: a new Indicator of Stability
An experiment on the Standard map

Estimates of D(ζ) through the parameter ξ
In the blue regions quasi-periodic behavior, EVT is not observed

Ensemble averages: uncertainty is low for high & low K
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Peak Over Threshold and Generalised Pareto Distribution

Three steps

• Only events above a given
threshold are selected: tail
of the distribution

• Probability of events smaller
than a certain value, given
that they are ¿

• Like for the GEV, xi gives
the qualitative properties

• For variables obeying D’,
D2: GEV iff GPD (Pickands
1975, Leadbetter 1983);
corrections otherwise
(Freitas, Freitas, Todd
2010),



GPD and GEV are step brothers
R. Deidda: Valerio, why using GEV, are you a fool? GPD works way better!

Extremes should be extremes

• Cumulative Generalised
Pareto Distribution

• Asymptotic link between
GEV and GPD

• Fact: shape parameters are
the same

• GPD methods used to fit
GEV



GPD overcomes the difficulties of GEV

• A threshold T is a
radius r∗ →

• Conditional
probability→

• Complementary
cumulative function

• We are close!



GPD approach is just a magnifying glass
.... with a suitable weighting

• We assume a local scaling of the measure of the attractor:

• We write ν(Br (ζ)) = fζ(r)rD, fζ(r) continuous, and derive:

Hg,T (Z ) ≡
(

g−1(z + T )

g−1(T )

)D(ζ) fζ(g−1(z + T ))

fζ(g−1(T ))
. (3)

• This is a general result

• Axiom A: D(ζ) = D = dH ' dKY

• mixing dynamics: local→ global



Let’s specify the results for the g′i s observables and assume that
fζ(r) is slowly varying near r = 0

Functional form of the g′i s:



... and where are those mixing or HTS conditions?

We lost track of them!

• GPD: where are the conditions on the dynamics?

• Example: in a quasi-periodic system, choosing VERY
long blocks, with GEV approach you end up choosing
more or less always the same maximum

• With GPD, the observable acts as a magnifying glass
near ζ → info on the local geometrical properties

• With mixing, (e.g. Axiom A), we get global information

• Pareto→ geometry, Gnedenko→ dynamics

• They give the same information when geometry
and dynamics commute → mixing conditions



Towards more general observables

Distance observables are not very physical

• .... unless one looks at recurrences of the orbits→
weather analogues

• Example: we want to look at energy-like observables
of the form 〈~x ,M~x〉 where ~x is a point in the phase
space, M is a matrix, and 〈•, •〉 is the scalar product

• In Fluid Dynamics, many physical observables can be
written in this form!

• More in general, we want to study the extremes of
A : ~x ∈ Rn → A(~x) ∈ R.

• Difference wrt previous case: Geometry of the
portion of attractor where extremes are realized



Geometry of the problem

Construction
• A(x) has isolated max Amax in x0 ∈ Ω

• βmax is tangent to A(x) = Amax in x0

• ĝ is parallel to ∇A(x)|x=x0 6= 0

• A(x) = T is threshold, βT is βmax → ĝ

• Extremes of A(x) are in Ω̃T
max ...

• ... as T → Amax , Ω̃T
max ∼ ΩT

max



Mass of ΩT
max

Indeed not a the intersection of a ball with a fractal set!
• Exceedance

A(x)− T is ∝
distance btw x and
βT

• Complementary
cumulative function
comes from
conditional
probability



General Result

• We assume the flow is Axiom A so to relate local and global
measures of the dimension of the attractor

• Generic geometry:
ν
(

ΩT+Z
max

)
∼ hx0 (Amax − T − Z )(Amax − T − Z )δ

• where δ = ds + du/2 + dn/2 regardless of the observable

• ds/du/dn(= 1) are the stable/unstable/neutral direction of the flow

• Final result (See also: Holland et al. 2011, GEV approach):



Extremes→ Partial Dimensions

• We have ξA = −1/δ = −1/(ds + dn/2 + du/2): ξA is negative
because the attractor is compact

• ... But, in practical applications, the system can take long time to
realize this!

• Let’s take B(x) = −dist(x , x0)β , β > 0.

• We have: ξB = −β/dKY = −β/(ds + dn + du)

• We derive:
2
ξA
− 2β
ξB

= du + dn

β

ξB
− 2
ξA

= ds

• Partial dimensions along the stable and unstable directions &
extremes related to x = x0.



Shape Parameter from Empirical Moments

GPD density:

fGPD(z; ξA, σA) =
d

dz
(FGPD(z; ξA, σA))

First two moments:∫ −σA/ξA

0
dz z fGPD(z; ξA, σA) =

σA

1− ξA
= µ1∫ −σA/ξA

0
dz z2 fGPD(z; ξA, σA) =

2σ2
A

(1− ξA)(1− 2ξA)
= µ2.

It is easy to derive that

ξA =
1
2

(
1− µ2

1

µ2 − µ2
1

)
=

1
2

(
1− 1

idA

)
.

idA is the index of dispersion



Shape Parameter from Observables

Rewriting the moments in terms of conditional invariant measure:

µT
1 =

∫
ρε(dx)Θ(A(x)− T )(A(x)− T )∫

ρ(dx)Θ(A(x)− T )
=
〈Ã1〉T

〈Ã0〉T

µT
2 =

∫
ρ(dx)Θ(A(x)− T )(A(x)− T )2∫

ρ(dx)Θ(A(x)− T )
=
〈Ã2〉T

〈Ã0〉T
.

Expression for the shape parameter:

ξT
A =

1
2

(
1− (〈Ã1〉T )2

〈Ã2〉T 〈Ã0〉T − (〈Ã1〉T )2

)
,

where the result is exact in the limit for T → Amax :

ξA = lim
T→Amax

ξT
A .

Same applies for B observables.



A Response Theory for Extremes (1/3)

A brief recap of Ruelle’s response theory for Axiom A systems:

• We perturb ẋ = G(x)→ ẋ = G(x) + εX (x), where ε is small

• Evolution operator f t → f t
ε and the invariant measure ρ0 → ρε.

• We can write 〈Ψ〉ε = 〈Ψ〉0 +
∑∞

j=1 ε
j〈Ψ(j)〉0

• 〈Ψ(j)〉0 time-integral of a Green function

• Useful formula:
dn〈Ψ〉ε

dεn

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

= n!〈Ψ(n)〉0.

• Consider n = 1 case.



A Response Theory for Extremes (2/3)

• Even if Θ is not smooth, we can derive for every T < Amax :

dξT ,ε
A

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

= −1
2

d
dε

{
(〈Ã1〉T ,ε)2

〈Ã2〉T ,ε〈Ã0〉T ,ε − (〈Ã1〉T ,ε)2

}∣∣∣∣
ε=0

.

• Recipe for sensitivity of ξT ,ε
A at ε = 0 for any practical case

• Formal problems emerge for existence of:

lim
T→Amax

dξT ,ε
A

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

= lim
T→Amax

lim
ε→0

ξT ,ε
A − ξT ,0

A
ε

• Not clear whether such limit is equal to limε→0 limT→Amax

ξT ,ε
A −ξ

T ,0
A

ε

• If limits exist and equal→ response theory for ξA (same for ξB).



A Response Theory for Extremes (3/3)

Extremely bizarre results follow from this

• Assume: ξA & ξB diff. & system struct. stable (strong trans.)

• Remember: ξA and ξB can be expressed in terms of ds, dn, du.

dξεA
dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

=

{
1

(dεs + dεu/2 + dεn/2)2

d(dεKY )

dε

} ∣∣∣∣
ε=0

.

dξεB
dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

=

{
β

dεKY
2

d(dεKY )

dε

}∣∣∣∣
ε=0

;

• Derivative of dKY

d(dεKY )

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

= −
{

(dεs + dεu/2 + dεn/2)2

2

} ∣∣∣∣
ε=0
×

×

{
d
dε

(〈Ã1〉T ,ε)2

〈Ã2〉T ,ε〈Ã0〉T ,ε − (〈Ã1〉T ,ε)2

}∣∣∣∣
ε=0

• In the limit, of course...



Comments

If one of ξA, ξB or dKY differentiable, all are differentiable

If ξA increases with ε→ ξA closer to zero
• ε−perturbation increases the Kaplan-Yorke dimension

• ε−perturbation increases the index of dispersion

• Qualitatively, it favors forcing over dissipation→ larger extremes

Weak statement: connection btw regularity of ξA, ξB, and dKY wrt
perturbations.
• Numerical experience shown that these quantities are relatively

regular when we consider high-dimensional systems

• Not so in low dimensional systems!!!

• Same with Lyapunov exponents, etc: if this were not the case,
data assimilation, models tuning, etc would be hopeless. But...



Remarks

1 Relationship between GEV/GPD parameters and Local
Dimension Attractor.

2 Numerical algorithms corresponding to limits in theorems.

3 GEV parameters as Dynamical Indicators of Stability.

4 GPD theory more informative of the geometry of the system,
but misses dynamics.

5 EVT for Physical Observables in Axiom A systems.

6 From Extremes to Partial Dimensions in Stable/
Neutral/Unstable Directions.

7 Establishment of Response Theory.

8 Differentiability of Shape Parameter/Differentiability of dKY .
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